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ABSTRACT
One of the main results of the ATIC (Advanced Thin Ionization Calorimeter) experiment is a collection
of energy spectra of abundant cosmic-ray nuclei: protons, He, C, O, Ne, Mg, Si, Fe measured in terms
of energy per particle in the energy range from 50 GeV to tens of teraelectronvolts. In this paper,
the ATIC energy spectra of abundant primary nuclei are back-propagated to the spectra in sources
in terms of magnetic rigidity using a leaky-box approximation of three different GALPROP-based
diffusion models of propagation that fit the latest B/C data of the AMS-02 experiment. It is shown
that the results of a comparison of the slopes of the spectra in sources are weakly model dependent;
therefore the differences of spectral indices are reliable data. A regular growth of the steepness of
spectra in sources in the range of magnetic rigidity of 50–1350 GV is found for a charge range from
helium to iron. This conclusion is statistically reliable with significance better than 3.2 standard
deviations. The results are discussed and compared to the data of other modern experiments.
Keywords: cosmic rays — acceleration of particles — diffusion
1. INTRODUCTION
The ATIC (Advanced Thin Ionization Calorimeter)
balloon spectrometer was designed to measure the en-
ergy spectra of primary cosmic-ray nuclei from protons
to iron with elemental charge resolution in the energy
range of ∼50 GeV to 100 TeV per particle (Guzik et al.
2004). It was shown that the spectrometer is also capa-
ble of measuring the total spectrum of cosmic-ray elec-
trons and positrons (Chang et al. 2008). ATIC had three
successful flights around the South Pole: in 2000–2001
(ATIC-1), in 2002–2003 (ATIC-2), and in 2007–2008
(ATIC-4). ATIC-1 was a test flight; nuclear spectra from
protons to iron and the spectrum of electrons were mea-
sured in the ATIC-2 flight; and the electron spectrum
only was measured in ATIC-4, due to malfunctioning of
the pretrigger system. The present work is based on the
results of the ATIC-2 flight.
The ATIC spectrometer consists of a fully active BGO
calorimeter, a carbon target with embedded scintillator
hodoscopes, and a matrix of silicon detectors. The sili-
con matrix is used as a primary particle charge detector.
The design of the instrument and the calibration proce-
dures were described in detail elsewhere (Guzik et al.
2004; Zatsepin et al. 2004a; Panov et al. 2008).
The data obtained by the ATIC spectrometer in-
clude high-precision energy spectra of the most abun-
dant cosmic-ray nuclei (protons, He, C, O, Ne, Mg, Si,
and Fe) measured in terms of energy per particle (Panov
et al. 2009). The total kinetic energy per particle is the
most natural quantity for expressing the energy mea-
sured by the calorimetric spectrometer, and the results
of the ATIC experiment were given in this way in (Panov
et al. 2009). From the viewpoint of the physics of the
propagation and acceleration of cosmic rays, however, it
is more important to know the magnetic rigidity spectra
of cosmic rays, and it is the information on the rigidity
spectra in sources that is most important in studying
the mechanisms of the acceleration of cosmic rays. Con-
verting from the observed energy per particle spectra to
the rigidity spectra using the ATIC data poses no dif-
ficulties, since the charge of each particle is measured
along with its energy. The rigidity spectra of abundant
nuclei measured by the ATIC spectrometer are shown in
Figs. 1–3. They are obtained directly from the energy
per particle spectra published in (Panov et al. 2009).
Our objective in the present paper is to obtain and
compare the spectra of abundant primary nuclei from
protons to iron in the source, which have not hitherto
been reported. From the point of view of the physics
of propagation and acceleration of cosmic rays such a
comparison is very important.
2. SOLVING THE INVERSE PROPAGATION
PROBLEM IN THE LEAKY-BOX
APPROXIMATION
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Figure 1. Rigidity spectra of protons (solid squares) and
helium (open squares) near the Earth measured by ATIC.
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Figure 2. Rigidity spectra of carbon (solid squares) and
oxygen (open squares) near the Earth measured by ATIC.
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Figure 3. Rigidity spectra of Ne (open squares), Mg (solid
squares), Si (open crosses) and Fe (solid crosses) near the
Earth measured by ATIC.
In order to obtain the source spectra in terms of mag-
netic rigidity, the inverse problem of propagation of
cosmic-ray particles must be solved using one model of
propagation or another. We restrict ourselves in this
paper to propagation models that consider the interstel-
lar medium to be smooth within the magnetic galac-
tic halo. Some more complicated models that consider
the interstellar medium to be essentially inhomogeneous
have been studied elsewhere (see, for example, the model
of a closed galaxy with super bubbles embedded; (Peters
& Westergaard 1977; Panov et al. 2014)). However, at
the present time the basis of such models looks insuffi-
ciently firm. For example, the model of Local Bubble
within closed galaxy explains the upturn in the ratio
of fluxes of nuclei of Z=16-24 to iron near the energy
50 GeV/n (Panov et al. 2014), but the same model is
in contradiction with the latest data on B/C ratio of
PAMELA (Adriani et al. 2014) and AMS-02 (Aguilar
et al. 2016) showing no such upturn. Therefore, we will
consider only the simplest case of a smooth interstellar
medium.
It is generally quite difficult to solve the inverse prob-
lem for the general diffusion transport equation. How-
ever, the problem can be essentially simplified within
a homogeneous model (Cowsik et al. 1967; Ginzburg &
Ptuskin 1975; Gaisser 1990) known as the leaky-box ap-
proximation to the diffusion transport equation.
The leaky-box approximation was compared with
more sophisticated diffusion models in (Letaw et al.
1993; Ptuskin et al. 2009). The leaky-box approxima-
tion works well for stable and not-too-heavy cosmic-ray
nuclei. With a number of different assumptions about
the character of diffusion, it was shown in (Ptuskin et al.
2009) that numerical solutions of the diffusion equation
for fluxes of stable nuclei obtained with the GALPROP
system could be approximated within a percentage ac-
curacy using leaky-box models for nuclei from protons
up to nickel. That is, the exact solution of the diffusion
equation yields essentially the same results as a prop-
erly constructed leaky-box model, so one can use the
leaky-box model instead of an explicit solution of the
diffusion equation. In the leaky-box model, a solution
of the inverse problem of propagation may be obtained
easily.
The diffusion of cosmic rays in the Galaxy is described
in the leaky-box model by a single parameter: the par-
ticle diffusion escape length from the Galaxy λesc(R),
measured in g cm−2, which depends only on the mag-
netic rigidity R of the particles. If primary abundant nu-
clei of a certain type are described by an effective source
averaged over the Galaxy volume with rigidity spectrum
Q(R), their observed equilibrium spectrum takes the fol-
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lowing form:
M(R) =
1
ρv
1
[1/λesc(R) + 1/λN ]
Q(R), (1)
where λN (g cm
−2) is the mean free path of a nucleus
before nuclear interaction with fragmentation in the in-
terstellar medium, v is the velocity of the particle, and
ρ is the interstellar medium density averaged by the vol-
ume of the magnetic halo.
Equation (1) is a solution of the direct problem of
cosmic-ray propagation for the considered special case.
The solution of the inverse problem of propagation (i.e.,
determining the source function from an observed par-
ticle spectrum) is obtained through trivial inversion of
Eq. (1):
Q(R) = ρv[1/λesc(R) + 1/λN ]M(R). (2)
Three different GALPROP models were studied in
(Ptuskin et al. 2009) to support the conclusion that the
leaky-box model approximates well the results of explicit
solutions of the diffusion equation for the primary abun-
dant cosmic-ray nuclei. The plain GALPROP model
had no reacceleration and was characterized by the fol-
lowing diffusion coefficient:
D(R) = D0(R/3 GV)
δ,
D0 = 2.2× 1028cm2/s, δ = 0.6.
(3)
We neglected by the factor β = v/c here since β ' 1 in
the range of our interest. The GALPROP model with
distributed reacceleration in a medium with Kolmogorov
turbulence had the following parameters:
D0 = 5.2× 1028cm2/s, δ = 0.34
Va = 36 km/s,
(4)
where Va is the Alfven velocity, and D(R) is again
a power-law function like in Eq. (3). Finally, the
model with damping was characterized by a mechanism
of the back reaction of cosmic rays on the interstel-
lar Kraichnan-type turbulence together with distributed
reacceleration. The following set of parameters was used
in the damping model:
D0 = 2.9× 1028cm2/s, δ = 0.5
Va = 22 km/s,
(5)
The half-width of the galactic magnetic halo was H =
4 kpc in all of these models. We will briefly refer to
these models as the plain Equation (3), the reaccelera-
tion Equation (4), and the damping Equation (5). Some
further details of the models may be found in (Ptuskin
et al. 2009).
The prediction of the models of Equations (3)–(5) for
the boron-to-carbon ratio obtained with the GALPROP
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Figure 4. Boron to carbon ratio by PAMELA (Adriani
et al. 2014) and AMS-02 (Aguilar et al. 2016) and the original
GALPROP models (Ptuskin et al. 2009) prediction.
system (Vladimirov et al. 2011) is shown in Figure 4 to-
gether with the latest data of PAMELA (Adriani et al.
2014) and AMS-02 (Aguilar et al. 2016). The data
are shown for the rigidities R > 20 GV relevant to the
present paper. It is seen from Figure 4 that the original
models of Equations(3)–(5) do not fit the data of AMS-
02 well. The data of the PAMELA experiment have too
few points above R = 20 GV with rather high statistical
errors, so we will use the high-precision data of AMS-02
only in our analysis. The AMS-02 data supply a much
more firm basis for quantitative analysis and were used
in the paper. However, we would like to note that the
PAMELA data together with the most recent AMS-02
data show that there is no great systematic uncertainty
in the contemporary experimental B/C ratio.
The same models of Equations(3)–(5) may be fitted
to the AMS-02 data optimally by a variation of the pa-
rameters D0 and δ of the power-law function D(R). The
results of such an optimization are shown in Figure 5.
The optimization hase been carried out for the rigid-
ity region R > 20 GV. It is seen that the optimized
curves for different models are a bit different, and the
best χ2 values per unit of freedom are different for dif-
ferent models as well: 0.668, 0.437, and 0.596 for the
plain, reacceleration, and damping models, respectively.
The reacceleration model fits the data better than the
two other models do. Also, different models produced
the following different sets of parameters:
D0 = (3.48± 0.05)× 1028cm2/s
δ = 0.439± 0.019
corr = −0.996
(6)
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Figure 5. Boron to carbon ratio by AMS-02 (Aguilar et al.
2016) and the optimized plain, reacceleration and damping
models.
for the plain model;
D0 = (4.74± 0.06)× 1028cm2/s
δ = 0.375± 0.037
corr = −0.996
(7)
for the reacceleration model;
D0 = (4.88± 0.08)× 1028cm2/s
δ = 0.418± 0.049
corr = −0.986
(8)
for the damping model. Here the errors are the statisti-
cal ones and mean one standard deviation; ’corr’ means
correlation of the statistical deviation for the parameters
D0 and δ (there is a strong anticorrelation).
The starting point to obtain the leaky-box parameters
to solve the back-propagation problem in our approach is
the diffusion coefficients of Equations (6)–(8). To obtain
the leaky-box parameters to approximate the solution of
diffusion equations with a given diffusion coefficient in a
given model, the following method was used in (Ptuskin
et al. 2009). The quantity named effective escape length
Xeff has been introduced. For a nucleus with the nuclear
fragmentation length λN , Xeff can be written as (see
Eq. (18) in (Ptuskin et al. 2009)):
Xeff(R) = λN
[
M∞(R)
MλN (R)
− 1
]
, (9)
where M∞ is the computed flux of the nucleus suppos-
ing no fragmentation, and MλN is the computed flux for
the actual value of λN . It is easy to see that Xeff(R)
is exactly λesc(R) within the leaky-box approximation.
To obtain a leaky-box approximation for a diffusion
GALPROP model, the effective escape length of Equa-
tion (9), computed with this model, should be approxi-
mated by a power-law function λesc(R) = λ0(R/R0)
−δ,
where R0 is some arbitrary reference value of rigidity
(R0 = 3 GV in (Ptuskin et al. 2009)). The escape length
parameters found in (Ptuskin et al. 2009)) this way were
λ0 = 19g/cm
2
, δ = 0.6 (10)
for the plain model;
λ0 = 7.2g/cm
2
, δ = 0.34 (11)
for the reacceleration model;
λ0 = 13g/cm
2
, δ = 0.5 (12)
for the damping model.
To obtain the escape length of the leaky-box model
for the optimized diffusion coefficients of Equations (6)–
(8) we do not reproduce the calculations of (Ptuskin
et al. 2009) for each of the diffusion coefficients of Equa-
tions (6)–(8), but use the results of (Ptuskin et al.
2009) directly in a more simple way. Starting from the
usual one-dimensional formula for the diffusion length
〈x〉 = √2Dτ , it is not difficult to show (Gaisser 1990)
that within the leaky-box approximation and in the flat
magnetic halo model there is the following relation be-
tween the escape length and the diffusion coefficient:
λesc =
1
2
cρdhd
H
D
≡ KdH
D
, (13)
where ρd is some effective mean density of the inter-
stellar gas within the galaxy disk, hd is the effective
half-width of the galaxy disk, and H is the half-width
of the magnetic halo. It is seen from Eq. (13) that if the
exponent of a power-law diffusion coefficient is δ, then
the escape length is a power-law function as well, and
its exponent is −δ. If the diffusion coefficient of some
diffusion model and the approximation of this diffusion
model by a leaky-box model is known, then the disk fac-
tor Kd for this pair of models could be easily obtained
from Equation (13):
Kd = λesc
D
H
(14)
If the coefficient Kd for some specific diffusion model is
known, then Eq. (13) can be used to calculate λesc for
any definite value of D.
It is expected generally that the coefficients Kd cal-
culated within different diffusion models should be close
to each other since they refer to the same galaxy disk
structure. Actually, using the parameters of Equations
(3)–(5) and (10)–(12) for the original models of (Ptuskin
et al. 2009) one obtains
Kd(plain) = 1.045× 1029 g · s−1 · kpc−1 (15)
Kd(reacceleration) = 0.936× 1029 g · s−1 · kpc−1 (16)
Kd(damping) = 0.943× 1029 g · s−1 · kpc−1.(17)
The values Kd are the same within 10% accuracy, and
the difference is an expression of an approximate charac-
Nuclei in sources, according to ATIC 5
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Figure 6. The results of approximation of three optimized
GALPROP models (6)–(8), see also Figure 5, by the leaky-
box approximations (18)–(20).
ter of the leaky-box model. Now the values of Equations
(15)–(17) can be used to approximate the plain, reaccel-
eration, and damping diffusion models with the opti-
mized diffusion coefficients of Equations(6), (7), and (8)
respectively by the leaky-box models. The results are
λ0 = 12.0± 0.2 g · cm−2, δ = 0.439± 0.019 (18)
λ0 = 7.90± 0.09 g · cm−2, δ = 0.375± 0.024 (19)
λ0 = 8.53± 0.09 g · cm−2, δ = 0.389± 0.037 (20)
for the plain, reacceleration, and damping models, re-
spectively. All of the obtained points are shown in Fig-
ure 6 in the axes (δ, λ0).
It is seen from equations (6)–(8) and (18)–(20) that
different diffusion models produce rather different dif-
fusion coefficients or escape lengths in the leaky-box
approximation to fit the same experimental data (Fig-
ure 5). Therefore, there is a great systematic uncertainty
in obtaining the escape length related to uncertainty of
the diffusion model of propagation of cosmic-ray par-
ticles. It is easy to obtain a source spectrum from the
measured spectrum of a given primary abundant nucleus
using Equation (2) with some known escape length, but
it is a misleading goal to obtain the source spectra of
the cosmic-ray nuclei themselves: the uncertainty of the
slopes of the spectra will be too large due to a systematic
uncertainty of the escape length. However, as shown be-
low, the differences of the slopes (and, more generally,
the shapes) of the source spectra of different nuclei can
be dealt with quite reasonably.
3. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE SHAPES OF
SOURCE SPECTRA FOR DIFFERENT
ABUNDANT NUCLEI
To compare the shapes of the source spectra for differ-
ent nuclei, one can use the ratios of the spectra: when
the ratio is not constant, the shapes of the spectra are
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Figure 7. Reconstructed ratio of the p/Fe source spectra,
obtained with the reference propagation model (21) and with
the disturbed models. Statistical errors are specified only for
the reference model since for all other models the relative
errors are the same for each rigidity value R.
different. The question that we want to address is, what
is the level of stability of such ratios against the uncer-
tainties of the propagation model used?
To answer this question, we construct a kind of a ro-
bust estimate of the relevant systematic errors. Let λr
and δr be the mean values of all λ0 and δ0, respectively,
determined by the Equations (18)–(20). Then we have
the reference leaky-box model defined by
λr ≈ 9.5 g cm−2, δr ≈ 0.4. (21)
Let (δmax−δmin)/2 = ∆δs = 0.032 be an estimate of the
systematic uncertainty for the value δr, and let σmaxδ =
0.037 be the maximal statistical error of δ among all
the values defined by Equations (18)–(20). Then for a
robust estimate of the possible systematic error for δr,
we adopt the double quadratic sum of ∆δs and σmaxδ:
∆δ = 2
√
(∆δs)2 + (σmaxδ)2 ≈ 0.1. (22)
In a similar way, we obtain a robust estimate of the
possible systematic error for λr:
∆λ = 2
√
(∆λs)2 + (σmaxλ)2 ≈ 4.1 g · cm2. (23)
To estimate the stability of the ratios of spectra in
the source against systematic uncertainties, we calculate
them for the reference propagation model (λr, δr) and
compare the result with four types of deviations in the
parameters of the model: (λr + ∆λ, δr + ∆δ), (λr −
∆λ, δr−∆δ), (λr−∆λ, δr+∆δ), and (λr+∆λ, δr−∆δ).
The ratios of spectra p/Fe in the source obtained with
the reference model of Equation (21) and with four dis-
turbed models are shown in Fig. 7. It is seen that
the model dependence of the shape of the ratio p/Fe
is small (while the absolute value varies significantly).
This means that one can safely study differences in the
shapes of different spectra in the source against system-
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Figure 8. Source spectra of nuclei obtained with the ref-
erence propagation model (21). Top panel: protons and
He; bottom panel: C (solid squares), O (open squares),
Ne+Mg+Si (open circles), Fe (solid circles).
atic uncertainties of the propagation model. The greater
the difference between the masses of the considered nu-
clei, the stronger the model dependence, so the latter
is the most apparent for p/Fe from all possible com-
binations in the list of abundant nuclei (p, He, C, O,
Ne, Mg, Si, Fe). For all other ratios, the model depen-
dence is weaker than for p/Fe (Figure 7). The conclu-
sion is that the shape of the ratios of the reconstructed
source spectra of all abundant primary nuclei are only
weakly model dependent in the robust region of parame-
ters δ0 ∈ (δr−∆δ, δr+∆δ), and λ0 ∈ (λr−∆λ, λr+∆λ).
To improve the statistics, the spectra of nuclei Ne, Mg,
and Si are combined for the following into the single
rigidity spectrum Ne+Mg+Si with an effective charge
number Z = 12. Figure 8 shows the source spectra for
protons, He, C, O, Ne+Mg+Si, and Fe obtained after
the solution of the back-propagation problem with the
reference model of Equation (21). It can be seen that
the spectra of protons and helium are not described by
a simple power law, and they became flatter at high en-
ergies. This phenomenon in the observed spectra was
indicated in the ATIC experiment (Panov et al. 2009)
and was confirmed by PAMELA (Adriani et al. 2011)
and AMS-02 (Aguilar et al. 2015b,a). The spectra of
carbon and oxygen also become flatter at high energies.
The flattening in the observed spectra was measured
in the ATIC experiment (Panov et al. 2007, 2009) for
the nuclei heavier than helium and was confirmed by
the data of the CREAM experiment (Ahn et al. 2010).
The complicated behavior of the spectra may be related
to some nonlinear phenomena in cosmic-ray accelera-
tion (Berezhko & Ellison 1999), or the heterogeneous
structure of sources and the nearby interstellar medium
(Ohira & Ioka 2011; Zatsepin et al. 2011), and may be
explained quite naturally by the mixing of two or more
sources with different spectra (Zatsepin & Sokolskaya
2006). However, the objective of the present paper is
not to discuss the nature and the statistical significance
of the complex behavior of the spectra, but to compare
the spectra of different nuclei in the source and answer
the simple questions: Are the spectra in terms of mag-
netic rigidity in the source the same for different nuclei
or not, and how great are the differences if the shapes
of the spectra are not the same?
There are a total of six independent spectra (p, He,
C, O, Ne+Mg+Si, Fe), so 6 × (6 − 1)/2 = 15 ratios
can be constructed and viewed as approximately model-
independent characteristics of cosmic-ray sources. How-
ever, 15 ratios are of little use as material for analysis, so
in this work we used a simplified approach to grasp im-
portant aspects of the behavior of the entire set of the
spectra. We took the range of magnetic rigidity com-
mon to all of the obtained spectra (approximately 50–
1350 GV, indicated by vertical dashed lines in Fig. 8),
and we found an average spectral index for each spec-
trum in this range by approximating it by a power-law
function, ignoring certain deviations from pure power-
law behavior mentioned above. Since the spectral in-
dices were highly model dependent, we were interested
not in the spectral indices themselves, but rather in how
they varied from one nucleus to another. Figure 9 shows
the differences ∆γ between the source spectral indices of
abundant nuclei from the spectral index of protons as a
function of the nuclear charge. The reconstructed differ-
ences between the source spectral indices for disturbed
propagation models (as in Figure 7) also are shown in
Figure 9 to study the model dependence of the result (or,
alternatively, to estimate the systematic errors). It is
seen that the model dependence is relatively small, such
that the systematic errors are substantially less than the
statistical errors in spectral index differences, even for
our robust estimate of the systematic errors.
Note that even the original propagation models of
Equations (10–12) of (Ptuskin et al. 2009) that were not
optimized to the AMS-02 B/C data (Aguilar et al. 2016)
do not produce strong systematic deviations in ∆γ from
Nuclei in sources, according to ATIC 7
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Figure 9. Differences between the source spectral indices of
abundant nuclei and the spectral index of protons obtained
using the reference propagation model (21) and using dis-
turbed parameters for the escape length instead of the ref-
erence parameters λr and δr. Statistical errors are specified
only for the reference model since for all other models they
are the same for each rigidity value R.
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Figure 10. Differences between the source spectral indices of
abundant nuclei and the spectral index of protons obtained
using the reference propagation model (21) and original prop-
agation models (10–12) of (Ptuskin et al. 2009).
our reference model, as can be seen in Figure 10.
Discussing the data in Fig. 9, it is worth mention-
ing first that the spectral index of protons in the source
statistically significantly differs from that of helium:
∆γ = 0.090 ± 0.007(stat) ± 0.011(syst). Secondly, the
steady rise in the spectrum steepness moving from he-
lium to iron may be noted. This result is also statisti-
cally significant, as the slope of this part of the curve in
Fig. 9 is positive with a statistical significance greater
than 3.2σ (both statistics and systematics included). It
is not clear, however, whether it makes physical sense to
describe all nuclei from helium to iron using one curve,
since the helium and heavy nuclei could originate from
fundamentally different cosmic-ray sources. It is there-
fore logical to consider nuclei heavier than helium sep-
arately. There is also a positive trend in the slopes of
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Figure 11. Differences between the source spectral indices
of C, O, and Fe obtained from the data of the TRACER-
LDB2 experiment (Obermeier et al. 2011) (top panel) and
CREAM-II (Ahn et al. 2010) (bottom panel). The point for
Ne+Mg+Si is also shown for CREAM.
their curves, but it is maintained with a statistical sig-
nificance of just 1.5σ (statistics and systematics). We
may not therefore speak about an indication of a trend
of the spectral index from carbon to iron in the ATIC
data.
There are only a few experiments that can be com-
pared with the results of the present paper. Differ-
ences between the source spectral indices of oxygen, iron,
and carbon obtained from the data of the TRACER-
LDB2 experiment (Obermeier et al. 2011) and CREAM-
II (Ahn et al. 2010) are shown in Fig. 11. The refer-
ence point is the spectral index of carbon (separately
for TRACER and for CREAM). To obtain these plots,
the original data of TRACER and CREAM for mea-
sured absolute energy spectra of C, O and Fe were pro-
cessed by us with the solution of the back-propagation
problem as described above. We emphasize that the
back-propagation problem has not been solved in the
original papers of TRACER (Obermeier et al. 2011)
and CREAM Ahn et al. (2010). The reference model of
Equation (21) was used to generate the plots in Fig. 11.
8It is seen that the TRACER data show a more steep
spectrum for iron than for carbon and oxygen; this
trend confirms the ATIC result (Fig. 9). The difference
in spectral indices between C and Fe in the TRACER
experiment is positive with a statistical significance of
3.5σ. The TRACER-LDB1 data (Ave et al. 2008) show
approximately the same result, but with lower statistical
significance. The CREAM data show no trends in spec-
tral indices, but the statistical errors are large (about 0.4
for iron versus an expected difference of spectral indices
of 0.2, as may be deduced from the ATIC and TRACER
data); therefore, no conclusions may be drawn. We also
should note that the results for TRACER and CREAM
were obtained for magnetic rigidities less than 400 GV,
versus 1350 GV in ATIC. The absolute spectra are not
quite power law in all experiments; therefore the results
of this comparison should be accepted with caution. The
results are related to mean spectral indices in a power-
law approximation only, and the energy ranges are sim-
ilar but not exactly the same for different experiments.
Obviously, more exact experimental data are needed to
draw more accurate conclusions.
4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We would like to note that only a rather restricted
subset of possible propagation models (homogeneous
galaxy halo) was studied in this paper. Our conclu-
sion is that, within this subset of models, the results
on ratios of source spectra of different nuclei are al-
most model independent, but clearly other more compli-
cated propagation models should be studied. We repre-
sented our results as differences of averaged source spec-
tral indices of different nuclei in the magnetic rigidity
range 50–1350 GV. This approximate method is ade-
quate for rather low statistics and a relatively narrow
energy range, for comparison of spectra of different nu-
clei. New and more precise experiments are needed to
obtain and study more detailed information.
The difference of slopes of observed proton and he-
lium spectra has been considered previously as an in-
dication of different acceleration conditions for protons
and helium in the sources many times, starting with the
2004 paper of ATIC (Zatsepin et al. 2004b), where this
difference was observed with high statistical confidence
(about 13σ) for the first time. This paper generalizes
this important result to all abundant primary nuclei up
to iron. The obtained differences of the slopes of the
spectra in the source are a clear indication that the accel-
eration conditions may vary for all nuclei from protons to
iron. This indication is important for understanding the
astrophysical mechanisms of the acceleration of cosmic
rays, but our opinion is that it is too early to discuss the
details of the physics of these variations since the only
experiment (ATIC) have reported this phenomenon ex-
plicitly. The results should be confirmed by new and
more precise experiments.
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